The conference will take place in:

*Alter Musiksaal*

**Forum 1**

**Room number 115, 2nd floor**

Prof. Dr. Andreas Lehnardt  
lehnardt@uni-mainz.de  
Seminar für Judaistik,  
Johannes Gutenberg University,  
Fachbereich 01,  
D-55099 Mainz, Germany
Tuesday 02nd May 2017

16:00  Arrival and check in Hotel Römerstein

ALTER MUSIKSAAL (CAMPUS, FORUM 1)

19:00-19:30
Welcome and Introduction
Andreas Lehnardt (Mainz)

19:30-20:30
From the "Bologna Genizah": the Oldest Complete Extant Sefer
Torah Rediscovered at the Bologna University Library.
Codicological, Textual, Graphic and Scribal Features of an
Ancient Eastern Tradition
Mauro Perani (Ravenna)

---- Diner ----

Wednesday 03rd May 2017

Session 1

09:00-10:30
Chair: Andreas Lehnardt

09:00-09:45
Newly Discovered Halakhic Fragments in the European
Genizah
Simcha Emanuel (Jerusalem)

09:45-10:30
New Discoveries in Poland: A Contribution of Binding
Fragments to Hebrew Palaeography
Judith Olszowy-Schlanger (Paris)

---- Coffee ----

Session 2

11:00-12:45
Chair: Ursula Schattner-Rieser

11:00-11:30
Hebrew Fragments from Colmar and Strasbourg
Judith Kogel (Paris)

11:40-12:15
Hebrew Fragments from the Archives and Libraries of Rome
Emma Abate (Rome)

12:15-12:45
Revelation in Girona: Lost Literature from the "Jerusalem of the
West"
Leor Jacobi (Jerusalem)

---- Lunch ----

Session 3

14:00-15:15
Chair: Judith Olszowy-Schlanger

14:00-14:35
Moneylending ledgers in Ashkenaz as Reflected in Genizat Europa
Abraham David (Jerusalem)

14:45-15:15
A Moneylender Ledger in a 14th Century Book from the
Monastery Library of Weingarten
Andreas Lehnardt (Mainz)

---- Coffee ----

Session 4

15:45-17:00
Chair: Andreas Lehnardt

15:45-16:15
Hebrew Bookbinding Fragments from North- and South-Tyrol: An
Overview of the Current State of Research
Ursula Schattner-Rieser (Innsbruck/Mainz)

16:15-16:50
Binding Fragments in Medieval Arabic Manuscripts
Konrad Hirschler (Berlin)

16:50-17:00
Conclusion and Outlook
Andreas Lehnardt (Mainz)

----- End of the Conference -----